
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

Commerce Services for Microsoft Dynamics® ERP 
 

Build new sales catalogs on demand and extend your sales 

reach across multiple online channels and communities 

with Commerce Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP*.  

 

With Commerce Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP, you can expand 

your sales pipeline across multiple channels, enabling online 

merchandising. You can leverage connection points where you can 

offer goods for sale through storefronts, online auction sites, and 

marketplaces. With easy-to-use tools you can add, remove or modify 

catalogs, you can target specific online channels and create new sales 

catalogs on demand.  

 

Out-of-the-box integration with your ERP solution dramatically 

improves time-to-market and reduces costs—and you can work 

confidently, knowing your online merchandising is highly available, 

and directly integrated into your sales, order, and payment processes. 

 

 

 
 

BENEFITS 

 
 Extend your sales reach to multiple 

online channels. 

Easily expand sales through a variety of 

channels. You will have access to a rich set 

of services to help you publish your 

catalogs on your dedicated websites or 

third party marketplaces like EBay. 

 Reduce time to market.  

Decrease IT backlog with easy-to-use 

tools that enable you to edit product 

attributes, images, and category 

integration to your online sales catalogs in 

less time.  

 Create new catalogs on demand. 

Create a master catalog from the products 

in your Microsoft Dynamic ERP system. 

Simply select the products and pricing you 

need and build catalogs with targeted 

offers for specific online audience. 

Expand your online sales presence. 

Reach more customers with confidence by 

building an extended online presence that 

is highly available and directly integrated 

into your sales, order, and payment 

processes. 

 Integrate tightly with your ERP 

solution.  

Simplify the catalog creation process with 

out-of-the-box ERP integration that 

enables you to build and edit catalogs 

from your ERP solution stock data.  

 

Work with integrated sales, order, and payment data. 

 

*These services are available for sale to customers who have a current support and service plan for Microsoft Dynamics®. 
 Please consult your Dynamics partner for availability in your local area. 
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FEATURES 

 

 

 

 

ERP integration  Leverage out-of-the-box integration with your Microsoft Dynamics ERP 

solution.* 

 Work with orders from your online storefront and third-party 

marketplaces that can be synchronized with your ERP system in near real-

time.  

Easy-to-use tools   Use simple tools to create new online sales catalogs and reduce time to 

market. 

 Leverage Commerce Services tools to manage multiple dedicated online 

storefronts and marketplaces from a single interface. 

Selectable attributes  Integrate and manage product attributes, images, and categories with 

your ERP system from a single interface 

Targeted catalogs  Create and promote catalogs with targeted pricing and offers to specific 

online locations that will support your brand, such as pricing to a 

community or club, or an auction site to sell excess stock. 

Simplified publication  Publish new and multiple catalogs with ease and use standard fulfillment 

processes for all channels.  

 Publish catalogs to one or more tailored storefronts available by several 

Microsoft Dynamics independent software vendors (ISV) or a third-party 

public marketplace such as eBay. 

 Push data available from the cloud out to multiple channels. 

Checkout Service  Use Checkout Service, part of Payment Services for Microsoft Dynamics 

ERP directly with your store front shopping cart to finalize the transaction. 

*These services are available for sale to Microsoft Dynamics customers who have a current support and service plan for Microsoft Dynamics®. 

 Please consult your Dynamics partner for availability in your local area.  
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For more information about Commerce Services for Microsoft Dynamics ERP, visit 

www.microsoft.com/dynamics/en/us/erp-software-plus-services.aspx 


